The Laplace-wave equation (3) Since dV= V"dx+V,dy and *dV=k '(V"dx -V"dy), we have V"dx=~(dV+k*dV) and V"dy= -, '(dV -k*d V). Using these results and f =e~e in Eq. (6), we find (23) where h is a real constant.
We now use Eqs. (12) and (13) (21) also is asymptotically flat. We make two successive variable transformations to show this explicitly.
First set r= &~', 8=M, x'=)+«l, x'=g -«l, and 8 = 1, h = -X, U = V = yo = 0. Equation (21) The new metric (where we put T, =e' ) becomes ds' = -hre '«(coshk8+tanh2U)(dx')' (21) is manifestly flat at infinity. Thus it is clear that the new metric is nonstationary. If we impose the reasonable condition r(=-, '~')&0, we see from (34) that we axe restricted to the interior or exterior of the light cone in the new metric, depending on the sign of Xo.
